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For as long as he can remember, 
Andrew Tilsley always saw animals as 
sentient, autonomous beings. Known 
by his peers as the local boy who cared 
for injured animals, his childhood was 
filled with disabled pigeons, abandoned 
rabbits and orphaned thrushes. With an 
equally strong passion for art, Andrew 
put paint brush to paper and used 
his creativity to successfully portray 
the realities that animals face in our 
exploitative society. Find out more at: 
facebook.com/AndrewTilsleyArtwork

Having loved drawing from a young age, 
Jo always wanted to be an artist. Born 
and raised on one of the largest cattle 
stations, She grew up watching animals 
being mutilated, exploited, enslaved 
and violently killed in Queensland, 
Australia, it was considered the natural 
order of things. While this exposure to 
suffering numbed the senses of many, it 
had the opposite effect on Jo, nurturing 
her connection to animals, highlighting 
their immense vulnerability at the 
hands of man. Find out more at:  
jofrederiks.altervista.org.

Born and raised in Hungary, Melinda 
Hegedus’s art is greatly influenced by 
her country’s folk art and its motifs, 
incorporating the bright colours and 
design patters often seen in traditional 
Hungarian embroidery into her 
work. She draws inspiration from 
Mother Nature as well as femininity, 
finding stimuli within the Norwegian 
countryside where she now lives. She 
creates poignant vegan art, conveying 
the connection between animals and 
humans in a visual form. Find out more 
at melindahegedus.com

Best known for her real life drawings 
of animals in slaughterhouses and 
factory farms, Sue Coe’s artwork draws 
attention to the death and exploitation 
that happens daily all around us in an 
attempt to awaken compassion. As a 
prize-winning artist she bears witness 
to unspeakable crimes, and has long 
advocated that human beings take 
more responsibility for ourselves, our 
fellow species and our planet. 

Hartmut Kiewert is a painter and 
graphic artist whose work explores the 
relationships between humans and 
animals. His paintings represent the 
exploitation farmed animals are forced 
to endure and the desire of a world 
where this suffering would be purely a 
memory. Find out more at:
en.hartmutkiewert.de

Read the full interview from Laura 
Klinke on pages 102-105.

Working as an animal cruelty 
investigator means Canadian-born artist 
Twyla Francois is constantly exposed 
to the darker side of human nature. 
The connection she felt with animals 
combined with the relentless sight of 
animal cruelty and torture she sees daily 
meant her art was born out of the need 
for an outlet. Using her investigative 
work as inspiration, her paintings 
highlight the true extent of the horrors 
animals trapped in the farming industry 
endure. She always seeks to raise 
awareness of these animals in a gentle 
but compelling, way. Find out more at 
www.twylafrancois.com

In 2012 artist Dana Ellyn took a gamble, 
leaving the corporate world, and 
becoming a full-time painter. This 
vision and bold character is present 
in her work, which forces the viewer 
to question the way society views 
animals. She describes her work as 
a combination of social realism and 
expressionism – though admits a focus 
on technique during her younger years 
has given way to infusing more emotion 
into her paintings. Find out more at 
danaellyn.com

"My goal is to inspire people to care for 
animals and to remember that they are 
sentient beings, in need of our love, 
care and protection. I think about what 
the earth would look like if there was 
no cruelty or exploitation - no farming 
or hunting or testing on animals. My 
paintings are stories, in which people 
are heroes and heroines for the 
animals, because people can in fact be 
just that, in real life". Find out more at:
facebook.com/lyndabellart/ 

After turning vegan in 2011, 
accomplished artist Marlaina Mortati 
shifted her artwork focus to vegan 
and animal rights themes and made 
it her 2014 goal to seek a tattooing 
apprenticeship. Now two years on, 
Marlaina is working as a full time tattoo 
artist, etching passionate and detailed 
vegan based tattoos onto people all 
across America. Find out more at:
tattoosbymarlaina.wixsite.com/
marlainamortatiart

We’ve rounded up our favourite artists that we’ve 
featured over the past four years for our art special
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